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MATING MACHINE
(4K, UHD, 50 MINS., 2 EPISODES)
Why are males more outstanding in their physical appearance? Why are
females so picky in choosing their mates? Why do we do things that have
nothing to do with our survival? We search for the answers by delving into the
lives of plants, insects, fish, mammals, birds, and primates of the world. The
true winner of the battlefield of evolution is not the ones that survive, but the
ones that succeed in mating. We have evolved into both surviving machines
and mating machines.
Part. 1, Males: If he fails to mate, his genes will disappear. These males that
cannot give birth to offspring must do their best to be chosen by females and
battle.
Part 2, Females: Looks into the birth of females that hold the steering wheel
of evolution and the secret behind it.

THE SIXTH MASS EXTINCTION
Those are the words from the Sixth Assessment Report of the 2021 UN IPCC
by scientists summing up the impact of various human activities on Earth.
Humanity had not taken heed of the extended warnings from scientific circles,
and other species on Earth are now in the process of extermination, with
humanity even battling nature for survival. There had been five mass
extinctions throughout Earth’s 4.6 billion-year history, and the “sixth mass
extinction” is in progress now, with its instigator being humanity and not
asteroid collisions or glacial epochs and such like that of the past five. This 5part documentary visits the sites most representative of the crisis and records
the ongoing conflicts between humanity and wild animals, while exposing the
reality of mass extinction from the macroscopic perspective of the
Anthropocene. Furthermore, it presents a warning on how humanity may also
become an endangered species if such forms of destruction were to continue.
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BRAVO, MY LIFE
(30 MIN X 120 EPS) Drama
Cha-Yeol, a good-looking man who comes from a rich family, falls in love with a sincere and
imposing single mom Dong-Hee! Unfortunately, they get involved in a traffic accident, and this
momentary traffic accident cause huge pain and chaos. KBS daily drama, armed with a love
triangle romance, spicy twist and turn, and success story of the heroine who you’d want to
support.

IT'S BEAUTIFUL NOW
(70 MIN X 50 EPS)

Drama

Looking at the three sons Yoon-Jae, Hyun-Jae and Soo-Jae who seem to have no idea of
marriage, Min-ho and Kyung-Ae couple and grandfather Kyung-cheol can’t’ stop worrying. Minho, who wanted to give a family to his father, Kyung-cheol, who adopted and raised himself,
decides to give an apartment to the kid who brings his marriage partner within six months. In
the words of his father, the three sons set their eyes on fire and began looking for a marriage
partner. High viewer ratings guaranteed! KBS weekend drama.

THE KING’S AFFECTION
(70 MIN X 16 EPS)

Drama

What if there was a king who had to rise to the throne and be completely erased from history?
The misfortune king who had to live while hiding her secret, and a man who loved her. A
secret imperial romance drama in which a child born as a twin and got abandoned because
she is a girl disguises herself as her twin brother to hide the death of the crown prince.

THE KING OF TEARS, LEE BANGWON
(50 MIN X 32 EPS)

Drama

In 1388 AD, Goryeo general Yi Seonggye turned the military on Wiwha-do to cause a political
change and seized power. Yi Bangwon, son of Yi Seonggye, killed Jung Mongju and defended
Yi Seonggye as king in order to survive in this confrontation. In 1392, the Joseon dynasty
began that way, and the struggle continued in the new dynasty. Eight years later, in the bloody
fight with his brothers, Bangwon won the battle and finally became king. Can Bangwon be the
"king for the people" as he dreams of? KBS luxury historical drama revived for the first time in
5 years.

LOVE TWIST
(40 MIN X 100 EPS) Drama
Okhee and Heeok, who were friends and became enemies, had a daughter Oh Sori and a son
Park Haru, respectively. Sori and Haru have grown love from an early age without their parents
knowing. One day, Sori's father Kwangnam and Haru's Mother Heeok started to have an affair.
Nevertheless, Sori and Haru, who couldn't give up on each other, decide to go to America...
The day before her departure, Sori hears her father Kwangnam is Haru’s real father. Messed
up drama that relationships between family members are twisted and strained.

KISS THE UNIVERSE
(50 MIN X 2 EPS) Documentary
This time it's the universe! From the forefront of human civilization to the immersive scene
where the secrets of the universe are unraveled, the face-to-face with the people of the topic,
and the CGI & VFX quality that maximizes the reality of the universe and dinosaurs! A
documentary that explores the mysterious appearance of the universe in a romantic and fun
way.
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23.5
(60 MIN X 4 EPS) Documentary
Exquisite tilt, 23.5 degrees, neither too big nor too small. The tilt of the earth gives us a
miraculous rhythm. It taught us the frozen South Pole and the North Pole, the heat on the
equator that stretches all over the world, and the flow and direction of human civilization as if
it had been cut out. It is a large-scale documentary that explores the rhythm created by the
exquisite inclination.

ISOLATED PARADISE
(60 MIN X 2 EPS) Documentary
A global program for civilizations and those who choose to be isolated outside the city. A
story of people who create their own paradise and live in nature. A documentary that explores
what we are missing in the world of advanced technology through their lifestyle.

THE ENCHANTING SILK ROAD
(60 MIN X 4 EPS) Documentary
Cha-Yeol, a good-looking man who comes from a rich family, falls in love with a sincere and
imposing single mom Dong-Hee! Unfortunately, they get involved in a traffic accident, and
this momentary traffic accident cause huge pain and chaos. KBS daily drama, armed with a
love triangle romance, spicy twist and turn, and success story of the heroine who you’d want
to support.

FANFEST : TO MY STAR
(60 MIN) Entertainment
Beyond the memes among the MZ generation, ‘Joojeop’ is the latest trend towards stars that
has become a culture. There is no age limit on Joojeop! A new-concept talk variety that
invites the ‘Joojeop Group’, who lives a new life with fangirling, and promotes understanding
of fangirling with the hidden story.

COMEDY SURVIVAL STAGE TURN
(120 MIN X 18 EPS) Entertainment
A brilliant revival of terrestrial comedy! Those who want to survive, make the whole nation
laugh! Only one team will rise to the comedy throne by popular vote! Who will be the final
'winner'? KBS' first comedy survival.

NO IMPACT DAY
(70 MIN X 10 EPS)

Entertainment

A fictional town where all economic values are determined based on "carbon". Staying
without a trace in nature and challenging a carbon-free life, a great environment variety! Hyojin Gong, Chun-hee Lee, and Hye-jin Jeon, who are newbies in the entertainment industry who
genuinely care about the environment, try to live a zero carbon life.
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